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TlME DEPENDENCE OF CN INTERNAL ENERGY D~ST~B~~~N 

FOLLOWING IR hWLTiPHOTON DISSOCLATION OF VINYL CYANIDE 

Charles hf. MILLER and Richard N, ZARE 

tasennduced fluorescence \has used to study the CN radtcal produced by mfrared multiphoton d~ssxiatmn of vmyl 
cyamde. Tfre tune between the photoiq sis pulse and observatron was varied, CN fragments produced at short ttmcs were 
hotter rntattonalty than those produced later, even under the colhsionless candttrons of a molecular beam 

1. Introduction 

The field of mfrared mu~t~photon dissuctation of 
moiecufes, although Intensely studred m recent trmes. 
contmues to generate a great deal of interest among the 
screntific c~mrnun~ty- Consgderabfe resear& both 
theoretical and experzmental, remams to be done in 
order to understand the process by wh.uzh a molecule 
absorbs many photons and undergoes deromposltron. 
Some investrgators have probed the excttatton mecha- 
nism by seekmg reactlon products other than those 
coming from the lowest the~odynam~c path [l f . 
Others have chosen molecules wth two reaction routes 
that compete under conventronal thermolysts [?I. 
Wht!e dhzstrative of the pumpmg process, the energy 
gram of these experrmenfs may be on the order of 
tens of thousands of wavenumbers 

A finer grain by whrch to study the mfrared mu&t- 
photon d~soeiatton process 1s provided by the internaf 
energy levels of the fragments from a smgle reaction 
path. Laser-induced fluorescence offers a convement 
technique to study the drstrrbutron of energy among 
these levelsi. Many small fragments have simple fluores- 
cence excitation spectra, allowing e~arn~~at~on of 
vlbratlonal and rotatronal energy distnbuttons. TIM 
approach has been used WI the low-pressure studies of 
the fragments NlEiz [3] t CF2 f4J. CH2 fz5], C2 [t;,‘?f _ 
OH fg], CH [Ss], and CN &IO]. 

The present work utifizes the technrque of faser-m- 
duced fluorescence to study the CN radtcal created by 
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the infrared multrphoton dlssociatron of vinyl cyamde 
(acryiomtnle), H&=CHCN. Vinyl cyamde has been 
observed to be an efficient source for both C2 and CN 
f7] _ Experiments were performed both rn a Rowmg 
gas and under the colhsionless condxtlon of a super- 
sonic molecular beam. The time was varied between 
the photolysts of the parent compound and the ob- 
servatlon of the CN product. The CN rotatlonal dis- 
tnbutlon under colhszonless conditions IS found to be 
cooler at longer times. Thrs result appears to be m- 
dlcatlve of the energy dlstrlbutlons created w&m the 
parent vmyl cyamde molecules by the Infrared laser. 

2. Experimental 

These expertments were perfo~ed m a ~~v~-c~~ber 
molecular beam apparatus. A source chamber was at- 
tached to one side of the main observation chamber; 
on the opposite side a secondary port provlded for a 
“beam dump” and additional pumping speed, Both 
the source and mam chambers were cryopumped w&h 
hquld mtrogen. The base pressure of the apparatus was 
below 10m6 Torr. 

The nozzle was a bearing jewel wtth a 0.13 mm dlam- 
eter hole. The free expansion jet was skimmed through 
a f mm diameter opening- The skunmer-nozzle dts- 
tance could be adjusted externally, thrs spacing was 
typ~~~y 3.8 mm. The pressure of vmyl cyanide be- 
hmd the no&e was measured by a capacztance manom- 
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eter. For most beam experunents tlus was mamtained 
at 75 Torr through evaporation from a bquid reservoir. 
These conditions correspond to a hard-sphere collision 
time of greater than 60 w m the molecular beam. 
Vmyl cyanide could also be adrmtted to the mam 
chamber through a valved opening in Its side; a capa- 
citance manometer measured the main chamber pres- 
sure in these cases. 

The infrared laser was a Lumomcs model 80 1 A 
TEA CO1 laser. The wavelength selective gratmg was 
replaced by a gold-coated flat. This caused the laser to 
operate multtie, ptimanly on the 10.6 I_tm P(20) 
hne (944 cm-l). This line hes shghtly to the red of 
both the C=CH2 and C=CHCN wag vibrational modes 
of vinyl cyanide (963 and 1023 cm-‘, respectively) 
[I l]. At a repetltlon rate of 15 Hz, we obtained 1.3 J 
per pulse 1~1 a roughly circular spot about 3 cm in dlarn- 
eter. The pulse power was divided ahnost equally 
between an initial spike (300 ns fwhm) and a long td 
(several ~.ls). Under finer temporal resolution, the en- 
are pulse conslsted of a series of short spikes, mdlca- 
tive of the multlmode character of the laser. ‘zlus re- 
sulted in a shot-to-shot variation in the peak of the 
pulse of up to 50 ns, although the trigger stabdlty was 
better than 10 ns. The CO, laser beam was focused in- 
to the apparatus with a 50 mm drameter f/4 BaF? lens 
through an anti-reflection coated germanium flat. It 
crossed the axis of the molecular beam at r&t angles 
at a distance of 7 cm from the front surface of the 
skimmer. 

A rutrogen pumped dye laser provided tunable light 
from 384 to 390 nm using the dye BBQ *. This region 
corresponds to the CN B-X violet system. The mea- 
sured bandurldth was less than 0.03 nm. The dye laser 
beam crossed the reaction zone at approximately right 
angles to both the molecular beam and CO, laser axes, 

Light from the intersection of the three axes was 
unaged by a lens through a bandpass mterference filter 
onto the cathode of an EMI 9558 QA photomultlplier 
tube (S-20 response). The mterference falter had a 50% 
pass band of 10.1 nm centered at 387.8 MI. This served 
to ehmmate much of the luminescence whch accom- 
panies the multiphoton dlssoclation of vinyl cyanide 

* Lrutlal difficulty with this dye was overcome by usmg a con- 
centration of 2 6 X 10s3 M III 1.1 by volume toluene . 
ethanol. The solvent was drwd over anhydrous magnesium 
sulfate and filtered Immediately before use. 

[ 12]_ The output of the photomultiplier was viewed 
on an oscilloscope and fed to a PAR model 162/164 
boxcar integrator for temporal discrimination. The 
output of the integrator was plotted with a stripchart 
recorder. 

The synchroruzation output of the CO2 laser pro- 
vided the time reference for these experiments. The 
boxcar integrator and oscilloscope were both triggered 
by this signal. One channel of the integrator was used 
to imtiate the tiring of the dye laser system, while the 
other supphed the detection gating. In this manner the 
time at which the CN radicals were probed could be 
set at a particular value or Scanned. 

The vmyl cyanide was obtained from the Aldrich 
Chemical Company and was degassed under vacuum 
pnor to use. The punty was checked by gas chromato- 
graphy and a single peak was recorded_ Detection lim- 
its placed unpurity levels at less than 0.05%. 

3. Results and discussion 

Rg. I shows two laser-induced fluorescence spec- 
tra of the CN radical. Both were obtained after FR 
multiphoton dlssociatlon of vinyl cyanide in a molecu- 
lar beam. The upper spectrum (fig. la) was taken with 
a relatively short delay between the start of the CO2 
laser photolysis pulse and the dye !aser probe pulse. 
The lower trace (fig. lb) was taken with the probe near 

Fig. I. Excitation spectra of CN radti produced by the IR 
photolysis of vinyl cyamde in a molecular beam, taken at two 
tiferent time delays. The spectra correspond to the rot&ionaf 
structure of the (0.0) band of the B *cc-X %+ violet sys- 
tem. 
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the end of the CO, laser pulse. The trmes hsted refer to 
the beginrung of the trtggermg process, the CO2 laser 
pulse bsgrns at 1 95 ps. 

The observed spectra correspond to the (0,O) vrbra- 
tronal band of the CN vrolet system. The band origm 
occurs at 387.5 nm: the R branch proceeds to shorter 
wavelengths. The P branch moves to longer wavelengths 
beforz foldmg back onto Itself to form the bandhead 
at 358 3 nm The bandhead IS the most commonly ob- 
served feature m high temperature CN spectra 113, 
14, p. 3 I ] _ Increasing amounts of rotational energy 
result both m a mor2 pronounced bandhead and a more 
drstrrbuted R branch. Quahtatrvely fig la represents 
CN radicals wth greater rotational energy than those of 
fig. lb 

The rotational energy dlstrlbutlon of the CN frag- 
ments may be further quantified. Let N” denote the 
ground-state rotatIonal quantum number. A plot of 
the logarithm of the mtenstty of the hr”th lure dtvrded 
by (X” + 1) agamst the quantrty N”(hr” + i) yrelds 
a strarght lute for a Boltzmann rotattonal drstnbution 
[ 14. p_ 1 Z-F]. The slope of this lme IS mverseiy propor- 
ttonal to t!le rotational temperature Our spectral data 
were interpreted m this manner, usmg the dtstmct ro- 
tatronal lures of the R branch; all rotational drstnbu- 
uons appeared to be Boltzmann m nature. Errors hsted 
tn fig 1 are one standard devration. 

The (1.1) and (2.2) vlbratlonal bands also occur 
m thrs regron of the spectrum. The absence of features 
of these bands m our spectra leads us to conclude that 
only small amounts of vibrattona!ly exctted CN are 
present. If the vrbrational drstnbutron IS also Boltzmann 
tn nature. then we can set an upper hmrt of 1000 K on 
the vlbratronal temperature 

Experrments were performed with both a moIecuIar 
beam and wtth flowmg gas in the chamber. Pressures 
ranged from 5- 100 mTorr m the latter case. With each 
set of condtttons a serves of spectra were taken at var- 
IOUS delays between the photolys~s and probe lasers 
Indrvrdual spectra were reduced to the rotattonal tem- 
perature whrch best descrtbed them. T~vo typical data 
sets are shown m fig. 2 

Both sets of data show stmtlar trends. At the earliest 
trmes studred, the rotatronal temperature had a vafue 
of about 700 K. Thrs dropped rapidly to approxrmate- 
ly 450 K as the delay was mcreased. Thrs uutial sharp 
rotational temperature drop is independent of pressure 
under the pressure range studied. Wtth the flowmg gas 
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arrangement, a slower drop in temperature continued 
as trme progressed. Other flowrng gas data sets are 
stmtlar a sharp rnttral drop followed by a slower de- 
crease m rotational temperature. The rate of the latter 
temperature decrease mcreases wrth increasing pressure, 
indlcatmg colhstonal rotatronal coolmg IS occurnng on 
this longer time scale. The temperature at long times 
under beam condtttons remams constant, wrthin expen- 
mental error. 

The populatron of CN radicals tn the observatron 
zone changes with trme, whrle the mdrvtdual fragments 
do not. This can be seen m the curves marked “band- 
head CN“ m fig. 2. These were obtamed by tunmg the 
dye laser wavelength to the CN bandhead, then scan- 
ning the time delay of the dye laser. After an mduc- 
tron period, thrs srgnal rose raprdly and reached a peak 
during the tarJ cf the CO, laser pulse This represents 
a rapidly growtng number of CN radtcals wrthtn the ob- 
servation region. Thrs signal devrates from the true 
populatron of CN radicals to the extent that the in- 
tensity of the bandhead changes with rotatronal tem- 
perature. Thus the uuttal raprd drop m temperature IS 
not colhsronal coolmg of a single group of CN radtcais, 
but the decrease in the average value of the tempera- 

GEL&Y IJSCI 

Fig. 2. CN rotational temperature (0) versus delay tune between 
IR photolysls and laser-mduced fluorescence observation. 
Also shown are the CO2 laser pulse and the (scaled) excited 
fluorescence agnal from the CN B-X (0.0) bandhead. 
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ture through the creatron and addition of progressively 
cooler fragments to the total CN population *. The 
pressure Independence of this feature is consrstent 
wrth this mterpretation. 

At a tune shortly after 4 ps, the CN bandhead signal 
begms to decrease. Under molecular beam conditrons 
this can be accounted for in terms of mass movement 
of the reaction fragments out of the observation zone 
along the axis of the molecular beam. Diffusron and 
reactive colhslons remove CN radicals in the case of 
the flowing gas experiments_ 

The mechanism by which vmyl cyamde yields CN 
is not presently estabhshed.although thecollisionless 
nature IS clear. It is not known m what order the 
bonds break and to what extent additional infrared 
pumpmg occurs durmg the drssociatlon l _ The evolu- 
tion of the group of CN molecules at short tunes may 
be explained in terms of the energy content of its un- 
mediate precursor pnor to dlssoclatlon. It IS reason- 
able to assume that the precursor has a distnbutlon of 
energies above Its dissoclatlon threshold Those precur- 
sor molecules with the largest amounts of excltatlon de- 
compose most rapidly. We postulate that this higher 
energy content 1s reflected in a higher rotational tem- 

perature of the resulting CN fragment. Those precursor 
molecules with a lesser degree of excitation decompose 
more slowly, and also yield a fragment wrth lower ro- 
tatronal energy. The temperature and yield curves of 

fig. 2 suggest that the maJonty of the CN fragments 
ongmate from precursors having thus lesser degree of 
excitatron. 

4. Conclusion 

We have observed the time evolution of the rota- 
tional temperature of the CN radical under collisional 
and colhsionless condrtlons m the infrared multlphoton 
dissociation of vmyl cyanide. A sharp temperature fall- 
off occurs at times soon afrer the beginning of the dls- 
sociatlon process. We beheve that this behavror reflects 

* Stnctly speakmg, the sum of two Boltzmann dlstriiutIons 
with temperatures Tl and 72 1s not a Boltzmann dlstrlbu- 
tion itself. It may be approximated by a Boltzmann dlstrl- 
bution at a temperature T= 2TlTz/(Tl+ T2) 

l Future experiments are planned m which the temporal and 
spatial character of the CO2 laser will be vaned. Other frag- 
ments and precursors wdl also be examined. 

the distnbution of energy in the immediate precursor 

to the CN fragment_ 
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